CHAPTER 225. BASIC AUTHORIZATION

BASIC AUTHORIZATION PROVISIONS FOR AFDC/GA

§ 225.22. Definitions.

The following words and terms, when used in this chapter, have the following meanings, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise:

Deadline—The deadline date for authorizations for a regular payment day will be 9 a.m. on the fifth workday before the payment day.

Effective date—The date on which an action is to take place.

(i) The effective date of an initial grant will be the date the applicant meets the eligibility conditions, which will be the first day covered by the grant, as set forth in § 225.24 (relating to procedures).

(ii) Usually the effective date of a grant change will be the next regular payment date whose deadline can be met. Reference should be made to § 227.24 (relating to procedures) for exceptions.

(iii) The effective date of a discontinuance will be the next regular payment date whose deadline can be met unless otherwise specified, as set forth in § 227.24.

Fiscal month—For AFDC and GA assistance the fiscal month for a group of cases with the same regular payment day will start with the first semimonthly payment day for the group in the calendar month and will end with the day before the first semimonthly payment day in the following calendar month. SBP cases will be paid monthly. The fiscal month will begin with the regular payment day and will end with the day before the following regular payment day.
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Initial grant—The first payment authorized as the result of opening or
reopening a case. The initial grant may be either a county disbursement or a
central office disbursement. Central office disbursement will be the method of
payment for initial grants unless there is a demonstrated immediate need for
cash, as provided in Chapter 229 (relating to county disbursement).

Mailing day—The last workday before payment day. It will be the day
checks are delivered to the post office for mailing.

One-time grant—A disbursement which is not a regular grant. It can be a
county disbursement only under certain conditions, as provided in Chapter 229,
or a central office disbursement. An initial grant by county disbursement with
regular central office disbursements to follow will be, for computer disburse-
ment purposes, considered a one-time grant, that is, a one-time grant code will
be used on the Authorization for Assistance, Form PA 122-E, as provided in
Chapter 229.

Payment day—The date placed on the check, or Regular Grant, according to
the deadline and payment day schedules. The check will be intended to be
received on the payment day but might be later because of variance in postal
service.

Payment name—The name of the eligible person or the head of the family
for whom the payment is being made. There will be exceptions, such as guard-
ianship, protective or vendor payee, and the like.

Prorated grant—A grant for a period shorter or longer than that covered by
a regular grant, and will be proportionate to the amount of that regular grant.
Tables for calculating prorated grants are given in Chapter 233 (relating to pro-
ration and conversion).

Regular grant—The semimonthly, or monthly for SBP, recurring disburse-
ment made by the central disbursing office on scheduled payment days.

Replacements—A payment, either county disbursement or central office dis-
bursement, made in lieu of a check which has been lost, stolen, forged,
returned, redeposited or mutilated. The requirements set forth in Chapter 229
and § 231.24 (relating to procedures) must be met in order to replace a check
out of the emergency fund.

Suspension—A stoppage of checks. A case will usually be placed in suspen-
sion upon instructions by the county office but a case may be suspended by the
central disbursing office under certain conditions, such as a check returned to
Treasury by the client, or instructions from the Treasury Department because
of lack of client cooperation involving an investigation of a lost check as pro-
vided in § 231.24. No checks may be disbursed, either central disbursement or
county disbursement, while the case is in suspension.

Source
The provisions of this § 225.22 amended December 2, 1977, 7 Pa.B. 3448. Immediately preceding
text appears at serial page (29377).
Notes of Decisions

The “effective date” of an initial grant is the date that the decision is made that the applicant is or will be eligible, since those are the requirements of 55 Pa. Code § 225.24(c)(1)(i) (relating to procedures). Brown v. Department of Public Welfare, 415 A.2d 727, 728 (1980).
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(a) Basic authorization—disbursement methods. Basic authorization—disbursement methods will be as follows:

(1) Assistance will be authorized by the county office. Regularly recurring grants will be disbursed by the central office, Health and Welfare Building, Harrisburg, as follows:

   (i) AFDC and GA, semimonthly, on a prepayment basis.
   (ii) SBP, monthly, on a prepayment basis.
   (iii) NHC (SBP only), monthly, on a postpayment basis.
   (iv) Philadelphia Housing Authority, monthly on a postpayment basis.

(2) The central disbursing office will also disburse one-time grants properly authorized by the county office.

(3) The county office will disburse assistance grants from the emergency fund, county disbursement, only in situations where there is a demonstrated immediate need for cash. Reference should be made to Chapter 229 (relating to county disbursement) for criteria used in determining emergency need.

(b) Minimum grants and changes. Minimum grants and changes will be as follows:

(1) Minimum grants. Minimum grants will be as follows:

   (i) Regular grants. The minimum regular AFDC or GA grant will be $5.00 semimonthly except where the reason for such grant amount is due solely to the recoupment of an overpayment. The minimum regular SBP grant will be $2.00 monthly. Assistance is authorized only if the grant group is eligible for these amounts or more.
   (ii) Prorated grants and one-time grants. No assistance check will be written for less than $1.00. Prorated grants or one-time grants will not be issued if the amount is less than $1.00.

(2) Changes. The minimum change in a semimonthly or monthly grant will be 50¢.

(c) Initial grants. Initial grants will be as follows:

(1) AFDC and GA. AFDC and GA grants will be as follows:

   (i) Assistance will begin on or after the date decision is made that the applicant is or will be eligible. At the earliest, this will be the date the authorization, Form PA 122 or Form PA 122-E, is certified. At the latest, it will be
the second regular payment day after the applicant is determined to be eligible. In cases involving eligibility of a newborn child added to an active case, the effective date is determined under § 133.23(b)(4) (relating to requirements). For exceptions to this policy in cases of agency error, reference should be made to § 227.24 (relating to procedures).

(ii) Central office disbursement will be the method of payment for initial grants. County disbursement will be used for initial grants only when there is a demonstrated immediate need for cash, as set forth in Chapter 229. A grant from Central Office will be mailed on the later of the following 2 days:

(A) The fifth workday after the Form PA 122 is received.

(B) The workday before the effective payment date.

(iii) The amount of the initial check from central office will be the regular semimonthly grant if the effective date is a regular payment day. If the effective date is other than a regular payment day, the first check will be the prorated amount for the period beginning with the effective date and ending the day before the first regular payment date. If it is processed after the regular deadline, the regular semimonthly amount will be added.

(2) *SBP.* An initial SBP grant will always be effective on a regular payment day.

(d) *Authorization process.* The basic authorization process will be as follows:

(1) The following authorization forms will be used for the programs indicated:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AFDC and GA</td>
<td>Authorization Sheet PA 21-P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBP</td>
<td>PA 21-B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing home care</td>
<td>PA 21-N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAO authorization for Central Office</td>
<td>PA 122, or 122-N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>disbursement</td>
<td>PA 122-E</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(2) A Form PA 743/743RE Document, blue ink copy of page 1, must be attached to each authorizing Form PA 122, PA-122N and PA-122E with the exception of those authorizations for total closings, check replacements and changes in grant amount only, such as grant decrease due to increased earnings.

(3) The method for computation of a grant on the Form PA-21P is outlined in § 175.24 (relating to procedures). The instructions contained in this subsection describe the use of this form in authorizing a grant after it is computed. The computation of SBP is given in Chapter 451 (relating to State Blind Pension), Foster Care for Children in Chapter 287 (relating to payment for child care).
(4) The Form PA 740, Face Sheet, will be used as a supplementary form in authorization, since it supplies all of the identifying information needed for Forms PA 122, 122E or 122N.

(5) After the amount of the cash grant has been computed on the forms, the grant will be authorized by filling in the columns opposite the spaces below “CASH GRANT” in ink or indelible pencil as follows:

   (i) **Effective Date.** The effective date as defined in § 225.22 (relating to definitions) will be entered.

   (ii) **Column No. for Financial Codes.** These column numbers will be used in the financial codes and explanations section to identify the authorizations to which the comments apply.

   (iii) **Action Code and Reason Code.** The appropriate action code and reason code will be entered.

   (iv) **Section No. from Form PA 740.** The number of the section on the Form PA 740 in which a change is being authorized will be entered. The following examples illustrate:

   (A) Change in Case Number of Payment Name, enter “3.”
   (B) Change of Address, enter “4.”

   (v) **Authorized By.** Person authorizing grant will enter his initials here. After the form has been completed up to this point, it will be checked and the Form PA 122 will be typed.

   (vi) **Checked.** Person checking column for accuracy and completeness will enter initials and date checked.

   (vii) **Typed.** Authorization typist will enter initials and the date the Form PA 122 is typed. The initials of the typist will indicate that the items referred to in the section no. block have been taken care of on the Form PA 122.

**Authority**

The provisions of this § 225.24 issued under sections 201(2) and 403(b) of the Public Welfare Code (62 P.S. §§ 201(2) and 403(b)).

**Source**

The provisions of this § 225.24 amended through June 11, 1982, effective June 12, 1982, 12 Pa.B. 1822; amended February 7, 1992, effective upon publication and apply retroactively to February 1, 1990, 22 Pa.B. 590. Immediately preceding text appears at serial pages (109048) to (109050) and (159877) to (159879).

**Notes of Decisions**

The “effective date” of an initial grant, as defined in 55 Pa. Code § 225.22(i) (relating to definitions), is the date that the decision is made that the applicant is or will be eligible, since those are the requirements of 55 Pa. Code § 225.24(c)(1)(i). *Brown v. Department of Public Welfare*, 415 A.2d 727, 728 (1980).
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APPENDIX A. [Reserved]

Source
The provisions of this Appendix A reserved July 11, 1986, effective July 12, 1986, 16 Pa.B. 2524. Immediately preceding text appears at serial pages (29382) to (29383).

APPENDIX B. [Reserved]

Source
The provisions of this Appendix B reserved July 11, 1986, effective July 12, 1986, 16 Pa.B. 2524. Immediately preceding text appears at serial pages (29384) to (29385) and (54046).

APPENDIX C. [Reserved]

Source
The provisions of this Appendix C reserved July 11, 1986, effective July 12, 1986, 16 Pa.B. 2524. Immediately preceding text appears at serial pages (29386) to (29388).

APPENDIX D. [Reserved]

Source
The provisions of this Appendix D reserved July 11, 1986, effective July 12, 1986, 16 Pa.B. 2524. Immediately preceding text appears at serial pages (29390) to (29395).